ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a collaborative filtering method designed to improve the current memory-based prediction times without worsening and even improving the existing accuracy results. The accuracy improvement is achieved by combining the numerical relevance of the ratings with non-numerical information based on the votes structure. The improvement of the prediction time is achieved by setting four actions: 1) simplification of the similarity measure design, in order to minimize the necessary calculations; 2) construction and maintenance of a model that simplifies the predictions processing; 3) optimization of the computation, using a set-based model and a bit-based processing implementation; and 4) switching between the bit processing and the numerical processing, depending on the density of the users' ratings. Experimental results show the improvements both in the prediction time and the accuracy. Experiments have used a significant amount of state-of-the-art baselines and collaborative filtering public data sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we propose a Collaborative Filtering (CF) method for Recommender Systems (RS). This method is based on a novel similarity measure and on the BitSet optimization process. The novelty of the proposed solution lies in the design approach: we are facing a hybrid method in between memory-based approaches and modelbased approaches. In this way, we obtain positive results in several individual aspects that usually do not fit together, such as: accuracy and prediction time, using memory-based approaches; recommendation explanations and updated results using model-based approaches. The relevance of the proposed method is based on the balance and the quality of its results: it is a method that achieves good values in accuracy, prediction time, and time to set and update its model. In addition, by making use of memory-based algorithms, our method facilitates the explanation of recommendations and makes it possible to get reliability values. The relevance of the proposed method is not based on maximizing, individually, the achievement of any of the previous objectives; its relevance is based on obtaining a good and balanced behavior in all of them. As an example: their accuracy results are close to the matrix factorization model-based methods, but they are not better. However, the proposed method, on average, obtains better accuracy results than current memory-based solutions, and it predicts faster than most of them.
The proposed method makes use of various concepts that have already been shown in different CF solutions. In this aspect, the novelty of this method is in identifying the most promising concepts and in selecting those that reinforce each other, without being redundant or canceling them. The relevance of our solution comes from: a) Unifying the selected concepts into a similarity measure, b) Having achieved a very efficient bit-based design, and c) Having tested their results using a wide set of baselines, quality measures and public datasets. The main concepts that have been identified are: a) Numerical relevance of the ratings, and b) Non-Numerical structures of the ratings. These concepts are explained, in detail, in section III-A. The novelty of our approach lies in several aspects: 1) The reduction of numerical information that we make with respect to the published solutions, extracting the most relevant information to TABLE 1. Main advantages and disadvantages of the memory-based and model-based approaches.
FIGURE 1.
Memory-based to model-based progressive approaches schema.
obtain accuracy, and drastically reducing prediction times, b) The fusion process we perform between numerical information and structural information, and c) The optimization phase, which minimizes the computations according to the density of each dataset.
It is necessary to highlight the importance of performance improvement. We might think that, if the user's requirement is already satisfied, the improvement of the recommendation times is of little importance. The above approach is not usually valid for RS in operation, due to several reasons: 1) Accesses of users to the system have a very uneven distribution; in particular there are saturations during specific time periods. As an example, in filmaffinity.com we have one of these demand peaks every Saturday afternoon. These situations can lead to system crashes (''Dying of success'') or to contract an oversized and expensive hosting. The lower the processing times of the CF methods, the lower the system costs, and 2) Lower recommendation times help to achieve user satisfaction, which will always be greater the more immediate they receive their responses, even in peak periods.
In the rest of this section we are going to classify and explain our proposed method. First, we establish the differences, advantages and disadvantages between the memory-based and the model-based approaches; later we explain the possible scenarios that can be found in between each of the previous approaches. Finally, we place the proposed method in the indicated schema.
A general classification of Collaborative Filtering Recommender Systems divides the solutions into: Memorybased or model-based. As explained in the previous section, Memory-based approaches perform predictions and recommendations based on the ratings matrix; that is: from the original data. Model-based approaches, first build a model from the ratings matrix; Subsequently, predictions and recommendations are made from the model. Each of these approaches has their advantages and disadvantages, which must be assessed to choose the design of the RS. Table 1 develops this concept.
Traditionally, RS classifications divide CF approaches in model-based versus memory-based. It does not mean that the separation between both solutions is absolute: As usual in the scientific and technological approaches, there is a variety of cases that are found in both border sides of the dividing line, presenting characteristics of both models. Fig. 1 schematizes this idea: the horizontal arrow shows the location of the solutions; more to the right means a larger model-based approach, while more to the left refers to a larger memory-based approach.
In Fig. 1 (right) we can see how there are solutions based on ''heavy'' models as well as solutions based on ''light'' models. The former requires more resources to generate and store the model, while the latter are processed faster and stored in a smaller space. The biggest advantages of the ''heavy'' models are: better accuracy and shorter recommendation time. Most used ''heavy'' models are matrix factorization and its variants (NMF, PMF, BNMF, etc.). Evolutionary algorithms, such as: genetics, neural networks, ants, swarms, etc. also require high training times. Finally, there are CF solutions based on some graph algorithms that could be classified as ''hard'' model-based. Fig. 1 (left) shows the classic memory-based solution: KNN algorithm implemented with some of the best-known similarity measures. In this case there is no need to create a model: Recommendations are obtained directly from the ratings matrix. The outermost box in Fig. 1 contains the solutions that, being mostly memory-based, present some characteristics of the model-based approach. Our proposed method is located in this space of ''intermediate solutions'', taking ''tiny modelsv features and also ''small models'' characteristics. In section III, the proposed method design is explained in detail and its hybrid nature is justified: modelbased & memory-based. The lower part of Fig. 1 highlights some of the main methods representing each of the exposed models and approaches. Next subsection deepens in the current related work.
The hypothesis of this paper claims that it is possible to obtain a similarity measure that meets the following conditions: 1) It will require the creation of a simple model, involving efficient storage space and fast building times, 2) Predictions times will be shorter than current CF similarity measures ones, and 3) The quality of the accuracy obtained will not be much worse than those reported by the current CF similarity measures and methods; in particular its accuracy will be just a little worse than the matrix factorization current approaches. In return, it presents the advantages of the memory-based algorithms, shown in Table 1 .
In short, the proposed similarity measure is located in the position ''Intermediate solutions'' shown in Fig. 1 . It is based on the construction of an efficient model, making use of fewer resources than the traditional model-based approaches. Its main advantage over existing KNN similarity measures is the speed with which predictions are obtained. Its main advantage over the existing model-based approaches is its model simplicity: it requires few resources to create it.
At this point, it is necessary to show the way in which CF solutions can be located in between the two traditionally separated approaches: memory-based and model-based CF approaches. Fig. 2 contains a graphic description of some progressive memory to model based solutions. In the bottom of Fig. 2 , the traditional MF model-based approach is shown. Above it, a lighter solution changes hidden factors for visible features. An example of this approach is to locate numerical demographic values for each user and for each item of the dataset. Fig. 2 next simple approach ''Small model'' arranges some measure to each user and each item (e.g. mean of ratings). Finally, the tiny model showed on the top of Fig. 2 can store some global rating matrix values.
From Fig. 2 , heavy models convert the source rating matrix to reduced factor matrices, whereas light models reduce the source rating matrix to reduced features matrices. In this way, we must define the differences between factors and features: Factors are obtained using some machine learning factorization method; they have a hidden nature, since we do not know the features each factor is coding. Features are obtained using some statistical method; they usually combine user and item demographic information. Heavy models get better reduction results and accuracy, whereas light models get better setting times and make it easy to explain recommendations.
It is expected than the smaller the model is, the more efficient will be to create and update it. It is also expected that more complex models will obtain better accuracy results. Our proposed similarity measure is located in the Fig. 2 section ''Memory approach small model'', where we store a compressed representation of the ratings casted for each user.
Using KNN it is possible to pre-compute all the rating matrix, looking for all the existing similarities, and to store the set of similarities results (or the neighborhood of each user). This is a large storage space, and it requires a heavy time-consuming updating process. Model-based methods can use the folding-in updating strategy. Furthermore: modelbased methods can retrain the model each relatively large intervals of time, since the inclusion of new ratings effect is ''absorbed'' for an efficient model that compresses the whole rating matrix into hidden factors. KNN methods, conversely, are very sensitive to the new input ratings, since similarities search acts on users (or items) vectors pairs, that holds a tiny fraction of the whole dataset: a single rating cast by a user can change her neighborhood. The proposed method offers an intermediate solution that, in this particular issue, is not as good as the model-based ones, but it allows to use a memorybased approach and to maintain a small rating matrix model, fast to set and to update, and that allows to speed up memorybased prediction times.
II. RELATED WORK
Recommender Systems [1] , [2] allow to mitigate part of the Internet information overload problem. From the point of view of an RS user, based on his past preferences, the System automatically recommends a series of items (movies, music, electronics, clothing, etc.) that are available and that the user has not consumed yet. The RS can make recommendations based on various types of information sources; the most common ones are: content-based, demographic, collaborative, social, and context-aware.
RS based on content information [3] carry out recommendations in the following way: if the user to whom you wish to recommend (active user) has liked a product or service, the RS recommends similar products or services: e.g. if the VOLUME 6, 2018 active user bought a historical novel, it is likely to be recommended a history book or a historical novel book that he has not bought or read. One of the biggest drawbacks of the content-based approach is the lack of diversity of its recommendations.
The RS based on demographic information [4] make recommendations based on the products consumed by demographically similar users to the active user (age, genre, location, etc.). The main drawbacks of the demographic-based RS are: 1) Complete demographic data is not usually available, and 2) There is too much variability in the preferences of each demographic group.
The social-based RS [5] - [7] make use of relationships between users: likes, dislikes, follows, etc. Social-based RS recommend to active users based on the preferences of their closest social network. A main problem of this approach is that most of the existing datasets do not contain enough social information. Finally, context-aware RS [8] are usually associated with the Internet of Things (IoT), where context information is collected: GPS coordinates, RFID information, credit card data, etc.
Collaborative Filtering RS [1] , [9] usually offer the best recommendation results. Their operation is as follows: the active user is recommended items that have not been consumed and that have been positively rated by users who have preferences similar to those of the active user. That is, information is extracted from all existing users (hundreds of thousands or millions) and based on that information, the active user is recommended. Normally, information is structured as a matrix that stores the preferences (explicit or implicit) of each of the users about the set of items. These matrices (efficiently saved in datasets) are enormously sparse, because a typical user has only been able to consume or rate a very small subset of the set of available items (thousands or tens of thousands).
There is a wide variety of approaches to extract the most relevant information from the sparse collaborative filtering matrices. The traditional approach was the KNN algorithm (K Nearest Neighbors) [10] , where the most similar K users (neighborhood) are searched for each active user; subsequently, items not consumed yet by the active user that have been highly valued or consumed by its neighborhood are recommended. The previous approach is classified as memory-based [1] , [9] : information to recommend is obtained directly from the data. The explained process is called user-based; it is also possible to carry out an itembased recommendation, obtaining neighborhood sets of each item.
Currently, CF RS are usually designed by using the model-based [1] , [9] [11]- [16] approach: A model is created from the data, and subsequently recommendations are obtained from the model. The RS most used model-based method is the Matrix Factorization (MF) [7] , [17] : The sparse ratings matrix is compressed into two dense factor matrices (one matrix containing the users information and another matrix containing the items information). One of the matrices has (users · factors) size, and the other matrix has (items · factors) size. The number of factors is usually small (10 to 50), and then the size of each of the two matrices is much smaller than the size of the original information (users · items). This compressed information contains the essence of the original information, coded in factors that are called hidden, because its meaning (the concept they encode) is not known. The prediction and recommendation process from this model usually improves the quality [18] , [19] obtained through memory-based approaches.
Latent Factor Models (LFM) have been currently used to perform community identification and feature summarization: [20] proposes a new LFM (LFCIS) based on an objective function that evaluates the overall clustering quality taking into the consideration both edge topology and node features in the network. Non-Negative latent factor models have been published in order to fulfil this constraint on the factors [21] . The scalability issue is important in the context of big data: in [12] authors propose a new LFM method to obtain high convergence rate as well as low complexity. Finally, in [22] , an LFM is provided to integrate ratings and reviews in the RS context, using Amazon datasets.
Shilling attacks and profile injection attacks are a circumstance that RS should be able to manage since malicious ratings can enter into the system. These types of attacks may lead to a degradation of user trust in the RS objectivity and accuracy. Mobasher et al. [23] outline some of the major issues in building secure recommender systems, concentrating in particular on the modeling of attacks and their impact on various recommendation algorithms. Gunes et al. [24] explain robust recommendation algorithms, introduce a novel attack classification, make a review of shilling attacks in collaborative filtering algorithms; they describe various attack types, and briefly explain some evaluation strategies. Reference [25] reviews the shilling attacks detection in privacy-preserving CF systems.
Finally, it is important to highlight two important concepts: 1) The more information a RS gathers, the better results it can provide; that's why hybrid RS [26] are usually designed in commercial RS (typically: collaborative + content + demographic), and 2) There are model-based RS different from the MF approach, although their use is not extended: fuzzy approaches [27] , [28] , evolutionary algorithms (ants, swarm, etc.) [29] , Bayesian methods [30] , clustering [31] , etc.
A. MEMORY-BASED APPROACHES
The KNN algorithm is the traditional way to implement memory-based approaches. This algorithm is feed on the user to user (or item to item) similarity measures. Traditional similarity measures are [1] : Pearson correlation, Spearman Rank, sine and cosine, Jaccard, etc. Due to the high degree of sparsity of the ratings vectors, a series of similarity measures have emerged that take into account this circumstance. JMSD [32] combines the numerical information of the votes with independent information from those values, based on the proportions of the common and uncommon votes between each pair of users. PIP measure [33] focuses on improving recommendation performance under cold-start conditions where only a small number of ratings are available for similarity calculation for each user. An approach based on mean measure of divergence [34] takes rating habits of users into account. The similarity measure designed in [10] provides extremely high-quality and balanced results; these results are complemented with a low processing time, similar to the one required to execute traditional similarity metrics. A new user similarity measure [35] to improve the recommendation performance when only few ratings are available to calculate the similarities for each user. This metric not only considers the local context information of user ratings, but also the global preference of user behavior.
B. MEMORY-BASED APPROACHES USING TINY AND SMALL MODELS
Results obtained by applying traditional similarities measures can be improved by taking contextual information, drawn from the entire body of users, and using it to calculate the singularity [36] which exists, for each item, in the votes cast by each pair of users. A similar idea (significances) [37] is applied to improve the information used in CF processes by weighting the ratings of the items according to VOLUME 6, 2018 their importance. In this way, the k-neighbors are calculated taking into account the ratings of the items, the significance of the items and the significance of each user for making recommendations to other users. RES is a similarity measure inspired by a physical resonance phenomenon [38] ; authors fully consider different personalized situations in RES by mathematically modeling the consistency of users' rating behaviors, the distances between users' opinions, and the Jaccard factor with both correlated and non-related ratings. An efficient CF algorithm based on a new measure called the M-distance [39] , defines similarity as the difference between the average ratings of two items; this metric stores items vectors in order to speed up prediction times.
C. LIGHT MODELS
A fuzzy linguistic recommender system [40] based on the Google Wave capabilities is proposed as tool for communicating researchers interested in common research lines. A medical diagnosis fuzzy RS (IFRS) is presented in [41] (a novel intuitionistic fuzzy recommender systems). Fuzzy approaches are common to provide hybrid RS: A fuzzy hybrid multi-agent recommender system [42] is designed and developed. They make use of interval type-2 fuzzy sets to create user models capable of capturing the inherent ambiguity of human behavior related to diverse users' tastes. Liu et al. [43] propose a novel inference algorithm, called the Online Bayesian Inference algorithm for CTR model, which is efficient and scalable for learning from data streams. Based on a hybrid recommendation framework that uses: Random Forests, Naïve Bayes and Logistic Regression, [44] investigates the impact of the features gathered from the Linked Open Data cloud.
D. HEAVY MODELS
A Bayesian MF Technique is presented in [30] . It is based on factorizing the rating matrix into two non-negative matrices whose components lie within the range [0, 1] with an understandable probabilistic meaning. To automatically interpret MF features as users, referred to as representative users [45] provides MF with an extra advantage. This interpretation relies on the study of the matrices that result from the factorization and on their link with the original rating matrix. The framework from [46] involves two efficient MF: dynamic single element-based CF-integrating manifold regularization and dynamic single-element-based Tikhonov graph regularization non-negative MF. A Bayesian Wishart matrix factorization method [47] models the temporal dynamics of variations among user preferences and item attractiveness in a novel algorithmic perspective. The proposed method is able to well model and properly control diverse rating behaviors across time frames and related temporal effects within time frames in the tendency of user preferences and item attractiveness. A knowledge graph [48] supplies a hybrid recommendation engine with information that builds on top of a collections of documents describing musical and sound items. Tags and textual descriptions are exploited to extract and link entities to external graphs. A privacy aware recommender system that exploits relations present between entities is proposed in [26] . They use content from user's history and entities appearing in candidate content. In order to identify such relations, we use the knowledge graph, which encodes entities and their relations. To provide predictions, [49] proposes a non-linear neural network-based approach: authors combine user and item factors to feed a neural network and to obtain recommendations. In [50] , users' profiles are initially represented by tags and then a deep neural network model is used to extract the in-depth features from tag space layer by layer. Representations of the raw data will become more abstract and advanced, and therefore the unique structure of tag space will be revealed automatically. A collaborative filtering algorithm based on attributes of items [51] , weights vectors for each user, considering them as a chromosome in genetic algorithm. This algorithm optimizes the weights according to historical rating. A Trust-aware recommender system [52] uses genetic algorithms, choosing the most suitable nodes for the skeleton of recommender searching. It can achieve the maximum prediction coverage with the minimum skeleton maintenance cost. Using ant colony optimization, [53] performs a depth first search for the optimal trust paths in the trust network and selects the best neighbors of an active user to provide better recommendations. An RS model based on the Support Vector Machine is proposed in [54] . The proposed model not only considers the items' content information, but also the users' demographic and behavior information to fully capture the users' interests and preferences. An improved Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is used to improve its performance. An evolutionary approach, called Invenire, is proposed in [55] to automate the choice of techniques used by combining results of different recommendation approaches. It uses a search algorithm to optimize the techniques combination.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
This section details the proposed method. It is divided in the following subsections: III-A Design, motivation and concepts that define the method, III-B Formalization, equations, implementation, and III-C Optimization stage to improve prediction times, and III-D Algorithm description and complexity analysis.
A. METHOD DESIGN
The proposed method has been designed based on the knowledge of the existing CF similarity measures. The main design objective has been directed towards efficiency: to decrease the time needed to predict and, therefore, to recommend. The design process has been based on simplifying prediction calculations; for this purpose, data models are created. The existing similarity measures have been analyzed and we have chosen those supporting some model that accelerates their processing. Likewise, a huge amount of experiments has been done combining similarity measures in search of efficient combinations providing accurateaccurated results. Finally, several simplifications have been tested in the RS ratings matrices in search of great efficiencies and novel approaches.
There are two references [32] , [56] in the CF RS field from which we have taken several concepts that we use in the proposed method: Paper [32] brings an experiment where ratings 1,2,3 are transformed into N (negative) votes, and ratings 4,5 are transformed into P (positive) votes. Results show (Fig. 3) that there is no worsening in the quality of the recommendation, and that there is an improvement when the number of recommendations is high. These results are extraordinarily useful to design simplified models that allow us to accelerate prediction times. For example, assigning values 1 to positive votes and values 0 to negative votes, we could simplify the Mean Squared Differences (MSD) metric, replacing it to the Mean Absolute Differences (MAD): we would lower prediction and recommendation execution times without changing results quality.
where I c is the set of common items voted for both u and v users.
Paper [56] makes use of a simplified mechanism to compare the numerical values of the active user with respect to the neighbor candidate. In this paper, the number of items in which the ratings difference between active user and neighbor is zero is counted, the number of items in which the ratings difference is one, and so on up to the number of cases with difference four. Top of Fig. 4 shows a datatoy example of the [56] similarity measure. If there are many items involving 0 or 1 differences, the active user and the neighbor candidate will be similar. On the contrary: many cases with 4 or 3 differences will indicate that the active user and the neighbor candidate will not be similar. If we choose properly a series of weights for each case, the similarity measure will give us the best results. In [56] weights values are obtained using genetic algorithms optimization. The genetic fitness function is the RS MAE. [56] ; bottom of the figure: proposed similarity measure approach where ratings {1,2,3} are transformed into N (negative) votes, and ratings {4,5} are transformed into P (positive) votes [32] .
The bottom graph in Fig. 4 shows part of the proposed method design, merging [32] and [56] concepts. For each user we create two sets: the positive set P and the negative set N. Set P contains items voted as relevant 4,5, whereas set N contains items voted as non-relevant 1,2,3. Each item belonging to a set is represented by the number one; each item not belonging to a set is represented by the number zero. A simple and very efficient similarity approach is to make the AND function of each active user and neighbors candidate sets; i.e.: Active user P AND neighbor P, Active user N AND neighbor N. The greater the cardinality of the result sets (red ones in Fig. 4) , the greater the similarity of the active user and the neighbor candidate.
Currently, the most used programming languages have access to libraries containing BitSet implementations. BitSet objects implement a vector of bits that grows as needed. Each component of the BitSet has a Boolean value. Individual indexed bits can be examined, set, or cleared. One BitSet may be used to modify the contents of another BitSet through logical AND, logical inclusive OR, and logical exclusive OR operations. BitSet objects are very efficient: they use light data structures and they perform the logical functions in short times. To design a similarity measure based on BitSet logical operations is a promising approach to reach the objectives of this paper.
Paper [32] shows the importance of the Jaccard similarity measure in the CF RS field. Jaccard uses the structural information of each user votes; it does not use the ratings numerical values. Fig. 5 shows the inverse relationship that exists between Jaccard values and MAE results: the lowest VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 5. (From [32] ) MAE improvement using Jaccard similarity measure. X-axis shows Jaccard values. Dataset: Movielens 1Mbyte.
value of Jaccard generates an absolute error of 1.18, while the highest value of Jaccard produces an absolute error of 0.87; this is a 26% improvement. Paper [32] combines this behavior to a similarity measure based on numerical values; authors obtain the JMSD metric, that reports very good results.
In summary, our proposed metric will be based on the following:
• To transform ratings to relevant (positive) and nonrelevant (negative) values [32] , [36] .
• To make use of the Jaccard similarity measure to exploit non-numerical information [32] .
• To make use of the numerical comparisons explained in [56] .
• To convert ratings values into zero and one values.
• To use a design that efficiently exploit the existing implementations of binary operators.
B. METHOD FORMALIZATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
We store the following model of each user on the RS dataset (ratings: 1 to 5): Set of relevant ratings of the user u:
• Where I is the set of items, and r u,i is the rating of user u to item i.
• Examples of the P u set are the Fig. 4 ''Active user P'' and ''Neighbor P'' sets. Set of non-relevant ratings of the user u:
• Examples of the N u set are the Fig. 4 ''Active user N'' and 1''Neighbor N'' sets. Set of all the votes that user u casted (total ratings):
Now we expose the proposed similarity measure equations: We use the sets:
• where • means absence of this rating. r ( u, i) = • means that user u has casted item i.
Jaccard to compare user u and user v is defined as:
The Jaccard equation for our proposed method is formalized as:
The Jaccard similarity measure is the ratio between the number of common ratings voted by both users and the number of ratings voted by at least one user.
To compute numerical differences, we use the differences from both, the relevant ratings of user u and user v, and the non-relevant ratings of user u and user v. We call Numerical Relevance NR to this section of the proposed similarity measure.
Meaning of each term in NR (equation (7)), as shown at the bottom of the next page:
• #(P u ∩ P v ): Number of common relevant, {4, 5}, ratings voted by both users. These are similarity hits.
• #(N u ∩ N v ): Number of common non-relevant, {1, 2, 3}, ratings voted by both users. These are similarity hits
Number of common ratings voted differently by both users. These are similarity failures.
• #(T u ∩ T v ): Number of ratings voted by both users. Used to normalize results in the range [−1..1]. The proposed similarity measure Jaccard and Numerical Relevance JNR (equations (8) and (9)), as shown at the bottom of the next page, in a first approximation, combines equations (6) and (7) .
At this point we consider the incidence, in the results, of the factors: (P u ∩ N v ) and (N u ∩ P v ). These factors do not help to find neighbors that are similar, although they can be used to discard neighbors that behave as similar in some items, while in other items they show opposite preferences. The main questions are: Can these terms be unnecessary in practically the majority of situations? Will we get a significative prediction time improvement? Our hypothesis is that, usually, we will find neighbors with no opposing votes to the active user ones, so the terms (P u ∩ N v ) and (N u ∩ P v ) will have a residual influence on the accuracy results. We call Efficient Jaccard and Numerical Relevance EJNR to the simplified similarity measure: 
d(x, y) = d(y, x) A ∪ B = B ∪ A, A ∩ B = B ∩ A, where A and B are sets 4. d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z)
, Jaccard is a metric and the composition of two Jaccard metrics is a metric on the collection of all finite sets. Table 2 shows the Mean Absolute Error and the Prediction Time of both JNR and EJNR similarity measures when applied to Movielens 1M dataset. From Table 2 , we observe the following:
• A significant improvement in the necessary time to make predictions (around 27%).
• No improvements in the prediction accuracy (around −0.1%).
• A very small tendency towards drop in accuracy when increasing the number of neighborhoods. This result is logical, because as the appropriate neighbors are finished, the terms not eliminated in JNR perform an increasingly important work with the rest of the candidates.
• A small tendency towards drop in prediction time improvement when increasing the number of neighbors.
Since the JNR accuracy is practically the same as that of the EJNR, and the prediction time of EJNR is much better than the JNR one, we choose Efficient Jaccard and Numerical Relevance EJNR as our proposed similarity measure. Equation (11) shows EJNR customized for its implementation through BitSet structures: set intersections are implemented using AND operators, while joint sets are implemented using the OR operator.
C. METHOD OPTIMIZATION
The proposed method is executed with great efficiency thanks to the combination of two elements: 1) The small model in which it is sustained, and 2) The efficiency of the binary processing approach, implemented through regular BitSet data structures. However, there is a circumstance in which the proposed method can become less efficient than the usual memory-based one: when there exists an extraordinarily high sparsity level. Fig. 6 shows this concept: in non-high sparse situations, traditional memory-based methods must perform costly calculations for each of the items in which both active user and neighbor candidate have issued ratings. In these cases, the proposed method easily outperforms the traditional performances. However, there are situations in which the levels of sparsity are particularly high, as outlined in the lower part of Fig. 6 . In these situations, traditional memorybased algorithms and similarity measures can obtain better performances than the proposed method. This is due to the following reasons: 1) The existing k-nearest neighbors implementations are very efficient, such as the one we use [57] : we do not even need to iterate through all the dataset items, and 2) Our binary approach needs a fixed computation time, which is independent of the sparsity level of the data, and it is dependent of the number of items in the dataset. KNN implementations do not work, in memory, on huge ratings matrixes; they act on datasets files that contain only the existing ratings, which are a very small portion of all possible ones. To find the similarity between an active user and its potential neighbors, the KNN implementations iterate between the list of ratings of the active user and the list of ratings of each neighbor. The smaller the size of these lists, the greater the speed with which the neighborhood of an active user is obtained. In this way, the sparser the dataset is the faster the similarity calculations will be made (on average). As an example, for a dataset containing 2500 items: in case a) we have an active user that contains 20 ratings and
VOLUME 6, 2018 a neighbor candidate that contains 50 ratings (10 common ratings). In case b) the active user contains 900 ratings and the neighbor candidate contains 600 ratings (400 common ratings). Case b) needs a longer execution time than case a), not only because it requires a greater number of computations (400 versus 10), but also because it needs to process longer lists (900+600 versus 20+50). On the contrary, the optimization method proposed in this paper performs a very efficient operation (bit level) on the complete set of items: in our example, 2500 items. It is very probable that the proposed optimization method will run faster than case b), but slower than case a).
In summary, our method simultaneously processes all items, while traditional methods process individually each necessary item. When there are very few items to process, the k-nearest neighbors is more efficient. The optimization approach that we adopt is to apply the appropriate method for each case: i.e.: to apply the traditional KNN in high sparsity cases, and to apply the proposed method in more dense cases. Therefore, it is important to properly choose the density threshold from which we apply the proposed method. As an example, in Fig. 7 we show the prediction time effect that produces to establish the threshold in diverse values of density. As can be seen, in this case the optimum threshold value is located at a density of 0.6% (99.4% sparsity). This means that we apply our method when density is higher than 0.6%, and we apply the traditional KNN method when density is lower than 0.6%. In this particular dataset (Movielens 1M), when density is higher than 0.6%, the proposed method simultaneously processes the set of items in a more efficient way than the traditional KNN approach. Table 5 shows each density threshold obtained for the tested datasets.
Finally, the formalization of the explained optimization is:
Where θ means density; i.e.: active user density and neighbor candidate density. µ is the threshold density (0.6 for the Fig. 7 , Movielens 1M dataset).
D. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
To illustrate the proposed method functioning we provide its algorithmic description (algorithm 1) and its complexity analysis (Table 3) . Complexity analysis compares: a) Matrix Factorization methods, b) KNN memory-based algorithms, and c) Proposed method.
From Table 3 we can compare the proposed method complexity with the traditional KNN on sparse datasets. Basically, we claim the superiority of the proposed method, based on the hypothesis that:
The above equation is fulfilled due to two reasons: 1. There are situations in which the BitSet operation (c) is faster than the traditional processing. This is particularly true when specific hardware is used to do this task.
2. The proportion of fast BitSet operations (1 − α) is significant. As we will see in the experiments results section, the reduction of computational times is verified, and therefore the adequate proportion of the term (1 − α).
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section first explains the experiments methodology and design: baselines, datasets, parameters values and quality measures. Subsequently, it shows the results of the experiments, and finally it makes a brief discussion. Results of the experiments, in turn, are mainly divided into: a) Performance results (training and prediction times), and b) Accuracy results (prediction and recommendation qualities).
A. EXPERIMENTS DESIGN
The designed experiments compare the proposed method with several representative baselines, using adequate testing quality measures and processing diverse public CF datasets. Table 4 shows the tested datasets, and Table 5 shows the chosen CF baselines. Experiments have made use of the Original Software Publication (OSP) framework [57] . To perform the experiments, we have split users and items into test and training sets. To avoid fluctuations due to the random selection of training users and test items, we perform each experiment using 5-folds cross-validation. Table 5 shows the baselines we use to compare the proposed method with traditional and with state of the art CF similarity measures and methods. We have classified the baselines in three groups: a) Model-based matrix end if 12: end for 13: end for 14: Recommendation based on neighborhood: 15: for u a ∈ U do 16: for u t ∈ U do 17: if |R u a | > SparsityThreshold and |R u t | > SparsityThreshold then 18: common ← |B u a ∧ B u t |
19:
positive ← |BP u a ∧ BP u t | 20:
else 22: Do the same using sparse indexing 23: end if 24: union ← |R u a | + |R u t | − common 25 :
end for 27: end for 28: for u ∈ U do 29: Neighbor u ← Top K Similarity(u) 30: Prediction u ← WeightedAverage(Neighbor u ) 31: Recommendation u ← Top N Prediction(Prediction u ) 32: end for factorization methods, b) Classical similarity measures coming from the statistical field, and c) State of the art CF similarity measures and methods. The column ''Acronym'' shows the acronym we use in the results figures and tables contained in the next section. The M-Distance [39] similarity measure has not been included as baseline, due to its particular neighbor selection, based on similarity threshold. Table 6 shows the different values of the parameters that we used to perform the experiments: number of neighbors in the KNN processing, number of recommendations, number of factors in the model-based baselines, cross-validation testing and training sets percentages, precision and recall thresholds, etc.
We have chosen the CF recommendation quality measures: Precision and Recall, and the ranked recommendation quality measure Normalized Discount Cumulative Gain (NDCG). Due to the particular importance given to the prediction times in this paper, we have completed the set of quality measures testing these values. Additionally, the training times are computed in the model-based methods. Table 7 summarizes the tested quality measures.
B. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS
In this section we test the proposed EJNR similarity measure. We compare its results with the Table 5 baselines ones. The CF public datasets used are those defined in Table 4 . In order to show just the most relevant information, the less representative results are shown only as ''Additional material''. Tables 4 & 5 include a column indicating this circumstance. All results obtained using the MovieLens 100K dataset are shown only as ''Additional material''. Table 7 summarizes the tested quality measures.
We are looking for a method that balances execution times (prediction times and training times) with recommendation accuracy. So, we show comparative results from each of these objectives. 
1) TIME TO TRAIN THE MODEL
As shown in Fig. 1 , CF RS can be tackled without the use of models, or using tiny, small or large models. Rows in Table 7 are ordered according to this concept: The firsts four statistical similarity measures are memory-based, and then they do not use models. The baselines M-Distance and Singularities require tiny models. The proposed JNR and Efficient JNR use a small model. Finally, Probabilistic and Bayesian MF models can be classified as large or heavy ones.
In short, the proposed EJNR uses more resources than the classical similarity measures, it also uses more resources than M-Distance, approximately the same as Singularities, and much less resources than the MF approaches. Therefore, it is expected that EJNR accuracy results will be better than the baselines ones, except for PMF and BMF. There is an inverse relationship between training times and prediction times; to study the balance between both times, we also show the obtained prediction times.
2) PREDICTION TIMES
Our proposed EJNR method aims to obtain an adequate balance between accuracy and performance (prediction time and model maintenance time). The heavy model-based methods such as PMF and BMF present a model maintenance time much larger than the EJNR small model (Table 8) ; however, the prediction time of the MF-based methods is unbeatable: it is based on a simple dot operation of K hidden factors. Fig. 8 shows MF-based methods on the right of the graphs, using gray colors. As it can be seen, their prediction times are very low. Fig. 8 shows that the design made for our EJNR method manages to significantly improve the prediction time with respect to all the baselines considered (except the heavymodel based ones). As expected, the denser the dataset (Jester, in our case), the greater the improvement obtained. It is also important to note that the reputable PIP, NHSM and SINGularities baselines have, comparatively, high prediction times. From Fig. 8 it is also seen how EJNR improves the JNR prediction times. It must be remembered that EJNR (11) is the ''time-Efficient'' version of the JNR method (9).
3) RECOMMENDATION ACCURACY
From the Precision results, shown in Fig. 9 the proposed EJNR method achieves a recommendation accuracy equal to or greater than the considered baselines (with the exception of the model-based methods). It stands out the superiority achieved with respect to the SINGularity method and with respect to the classical similarity measures, which in the graphs are represented by Spearman Rank (the remaining classical similarity measures can be consulted in the ''Additional material''). It is interesting to highlight the particularly good behavior of the model-based methods when applied to the Amazon Music dataset; this is due to the extremely high sparsity of this dataset, that only contains one million ratings casted for 332,000 users to 23,185 items. It can be compared (additional material) with Movielens 1M, that contains one million ratings casted for 6,040 users to 3,952 items. Precision results on Amazon Music show the good performance of the proposed JNR and EJNR methods when applied to sparse datasets, compared to the state of the art memory-based methods.
Recall results, shown in Fig. 10 , show a similar comparative behavior to the Precision ones ( Figure 9 ). In this case, the Amazon Music dataset shows, even more clearly, the superiority of model-based methods when applied to sparse datasets. It is important to highlight the concept that the proposed similarity measures are not designed to improve accuracy on all the possible scenarios: they are designed to balance performance and accuracy, providing fast model setting and fast prediction times, combined with similar or better accuracy results compared to the current memory-based methods. Table 4 . Baselines: Table 5 similarity measures and methods.
In Fig. 11 , the quality of the recommendations is tested according to the order in which the recommendations are presented. The basic idea is that we are more permissive with the failures of the last recommendations of a list than with the failures of the first recommendations of that list.
To test the quality of the list (the ranking), the classic Nor- 
C. DISCUSSION
Given the obtained performance and accuracy results, we can determine the following considerations:
• When the implantation, training and updating of a heavy-model is not a problem, the MF model-based • When we choose to use a CF RS method not based on MF, our EJNR offers an adequate accuracy/ performance balance. The results obtained show values of prediction time, prediction accuracy and recommendation accuracy better than those provided by modern baselines.
• The design approach based on the numerical relevances and the non-numerical structure of the ratings has been shown to improve the quality of accuracy. The establishment of a small model has improved prediction times. The additional use of set operations, implemented by means of BitSet structures, provides additional optimization that further improves the prediction times. Table 4 . Baselines: Table 5 similarity measures and methods.
• Although the proposed method is EJNR, in cases where accuracy improvement is more important than performance improvement, the JNR method can be used.
• Choosing model-based methods we need big training times (Table 8 , ML-20M, PMF: 974 s.), but we obtain very short prediction times (Figure 8 , ML-20M). Conversely, choosing memory-based methods we do not need to make a training task (Table 8, 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The classic differentiation between model-based and memory-based methods becomes diffuse when we design what in this paper has been called: ''tiny or small modelbased methods'', as opposed to ''heavy'' model-based methods, such as the matrix factorization one. Tiny or small model-based methods build a simple model that allows: 1) To simplify the design of the similarity measures, and 2) To accelerate the prediction and recommendation processing.
The proposed method shares some properties with the model-based ones: a) It needs a (small) model, b) It needs to update the model, c) Prediction times are faster than using the memory-based similarity measures, and d) Accuracy is high. Unlike model-based approaches, the proposed method is processed using the k-nearest neighbors algorithm; for this reason, its prediction time, while being better than in memory-based approaches, is not as good as the model-based one. In summary, the proposed method shares memory and model-based properties. Its use is adequate when maintaining a ''small-model'' is acceptable, and when we want to improve the memory-based results, especially its performance.
The proposed method bases its good results on a series of concepts that coexist adequately with each other: 1) Combination of numerical and structural information, 2) Processing simplification: classifying ratings as relevant and nonrelevant (numerical relevance), 3) Design based on sets, and implementation based on BitSets, and 4) Storage of a small model to speed up prediction times.
As future works, we propose the use of the proposed method in those fields where model-based approaches show their greatest difficulties: explanation of recommendations, recommendation to groups of users, reliabilities associated to predictions, real-time solutions, etc. In this context, it will be particularly interesting to make a re-design of the proposed similarity measure in order to defending from profile attacks and shilling attacks directed to collaborative filtering recommender systems. 
